Car Line Hours: 7:40-7:55 am
Do not drop off your student before 7:40 am. If arriving after 7:55 am, an adult must check their student in
at the office.
There is NO PASSING at any time.
Cars should remain in a single file line. All students will be dropped off at the main building.
Walkers should arrive at the main building overhang.
Main Street Traffic
Traffic out of the parking lot should always turn right onto Main Street. Please avoid blocking Main St. during car line hours for through traffic.

Please communicate your transportation mode for pick up to your student before dropping off in the morning and avoid any changes that would need to be communicated to your student during the day to limit disruptions. Thank you!
SEE REVERSE FOR AFTERNOON

SCS Morning Car Line

Morning Car Line—Drop Off

Car Line Hours: 3:30-3:50 pm
Do not arrive earlier than 3:22 pm to pick up your student and please arrive on time. You must have your car
line hanger to pick up your student. To assist with traffic, families with kinder or 1st grade students should
arrive after 3:35 pm. This allows more cars to flood the car line loop and helps keep traffic off Main St.
There is NO PASSING at any time
Cars should remain in a single file line until past the horseshoe, then form 2 lanes. Students in Kinder and 1st
grade will be picked up in zone 1. All other grades will be picked up in zone 2 by the portables. All cars should
turn right out of the parking lot when leaving.
Hand Signals
In addition to the obvious hand signals, the person directing traffic may show you a thumbs-up sign, which is
to ask you if you have all children loaded. If yes, reply with a nod or thumbs-up and wait to be directed to
leave.
Independent walkers will check out in the classroom before leaving campus. If picking up a walker, please
check in with the staff member at the main building overhang and have your car line number ready.
Main Street Traffic
Traffic out of the parking lot should always turn right onto Main Street. Please avoid blocking Main St. during
car line hours for passing traffic.

SEE REVERSE FOR MORNING

SCS Afternoon Car Line

Afternoon Car Line—Pick Up

